
SOME HEMATOLOGIC EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION*

By WILLIAM BLOOM, M .D. , �z’rn LEON 0. JACOBSON, M .D.

D URING our study of the cellular changes in mammals exposed to external

and internal sources of ionizing radiations, evidence was sought for cur-

rectness of the idea that small doses of radiations stimulate cellular activity and

multiplication. Although this idea is held by a number of radiologists, little basis

for it is found in the radiologic literature other than misunderstanding and mis-

quotation of a few important papers. Some of our experiments offered unusual

opportunities for a consideration of the question of stimulation. Thus, in those

experiments in which there were progressive decreases in the amount of irradiation

and in the reactions to focalized irradiation, one could expect to find evidence of

stimulating effects if they actually occurred. But our findings in the organs and

peripheral blood have been so consistently at variance with the idea of stimulation

by small amounts of ionizing radiation that it seems desirable to summarize these

observations.

Some of the confusion on this question undoubtedly originates from a loose use

of the word stimulation. In the following discussion we shall discriminate between

a primary stimulation which results directly in cellular hyperplasia, hypertrophy,

or hyperactivity after irradiation, without a stage of obvious previous injury, and

a secondary stimulation which might be considered as a reparative process resulting

from the necrotizing action of radiation.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The radiations which were employed in these studies on animals and man fall

essentially into two main categories. (i) Externally originating total body ir-

radiation from x, ‘y rays, fast and slow neutrons. (i) Focal irradiation by externally

originating B rays and radioactive isotopes administered enterally or parenterally.

I . Total body irradiation. The organs of large numbers of rabbits, rats, and mice

and those from a smaller number of guinea pigs were obtained for histologic study

when the animals were sacrificed at intervals after varying dosages of x and �y rays,

fast and slow neutrons. The general plan of these experiments was to start with the

LD 50/30 days dose of each agent and to decrease it until no histologic or hema-

tologic changes were observed. In most of the series the total amount of irradiation

was given at one exposure, although there were several large and important series

in which small amounts of radiation were given repeatedly.

We found it necessary to carry out these experiments for histologic purposes by

killing the animals at planned intervals because cytologic examinations of animals
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which were found dead were worthless. The series was supplemented with the

study of a number of moribund animals.

2.. Focal irradiation. This occurred in the spleens and testes of a few mice given

large amounts of irradiation by B rays from an external source of p32� However,

the great mass of our experiments with focalized irradiation effects occurred after

the intravenous or intraperitoneal injection of radioactive isotopes. In a few series

these materials were given intramuscularly or by inhalation. Among the elements

studied were the a (Alpha) emitters Ra and Pu, the � emitters p32, Sr89, � and

the �3 and -y (Gamma) emitters Zr40, Ba140, La’10, Na14, and the degradation prod-

ucts of Ra. These isotopes werc given in dosages starting with the LD 50/30

days and in diminishing fractions thereof.

The tissues were routinely fixed in Zenker-formol, imbedded in nitrocdllulose and

stained with hematoxylin-eosin-azure II, except for those portions of the tissues

which were fixed in alcohol so that auto-radiographs could be prepared.

Whenever possible, studies of the peripheral blood were conducted on the same

series of animals in which sacrifices were being made for cytologic study. Where

this was not possible, groups of animals were studied in parallel series; in still

other experiments, blood counts were made on the animal at the time of sacrifice in

an attempt to correlate the peripheral hematologic picture with effects on the

blood forming organs. Sampling of peripheral blood was done at intervals varying

with the chronicity of the experiment. In all cases, the technics employed were

standard hematologic procedures.

From the standpoint of the hematologic studies, the experiments of most signifi-

cance were: (z) those in which an acute single dose of penetrating total body

radiation was given (x-rays or fast neutrons) and (2.) the experiments in which

rats, guinea pigs, mice, and rabbits were exposed chronically to �y rays or x-rays.

In one of the chronic gamma ray exposure experiments, the radiation was given

daily over an eight hour period; and in another set of experiments, the ‘y radiation

was given twenty-four hours per day. In the chronic x-ray experiments, the daily

exposure was given within a few minutes. The daily exposure of these animals,

whether exposed to gamma rays or x-rays, extended over long periods up to four

years.

OBSERVATIONS

I. CHANGES AFTER A WIDE RANGE OF DOSES OF TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION FROM

EXTERNAL SOURCES

One of the effects of total body external irradiation in doses not higher than the

LD 50/30 days is to separate those organs which are sensitive to this amount of

irradiation and those which are not. In the laboratory mammals which were

studied with this dosage, the radiosensitive organs are the gonads, bone marrow,

spleen, lymph nodes, thymus, parts of the gastrointestinal tract, skin and bone.

Nerve, muscle, and most exocrine and endocrine glands are resistant.’

It was found that all of the external ionizing radiations in equivalent doses

produced similar effects.’ If the animals had been given the LD 50/30 days dose of

x-rays, or �y rays, or fast or slow neutrons, the changes which resulted could not be
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distinguished from one another. That is, in examining sections of the organs of

these animals, we could not tell which ionizing radiation had been used. With

this amount of irradiation the very first changes observed, usually within the

first hour, were degenerative changes and death of cells in the blood forming or-

gans, bases of the intestinal crypts and foveollae of the stomach, spermatogonia,

and ovarian follicular epithelium or developing ova, and early mild inflammation

(mainly edema) of skin.

Mitoses were usually gone by the second hour. There was no evidence of an

increase in mitosis. In rabbit bone marrow after zoor of total body x-irradiation,

mitoses began to be present again after three hours. They continued through the

fourteen hour interval at a level slightly above that seen in controls. At the eight

hour stage some of the mitoses were abnormal. During the next hours, the debris

increased in amount and was gradually phagocytized. With an LD �o dose after a

few days the blood forming organs became markedly reduced in size and the bone

marrow and lymph nodes became aplastic-often completely so.

In the course of one to two weeks the blood forming organs gradually became

actively hematopoietic again. Only rarely did this process reach or exceed normal

in the bone marrow. Several months usually elapsed before the lymph nodes,

thymus, and spleen returned completely to normal.

With progressively smaller doses the degenerative effects were less marked.

They became minimal at �or of x-rays and were just detectible in our animals at

2.5 r of x-irradiation or the equivalent fraction of the LD 50/30 days dose of neu-

trons. With doses lower than i� r, no changes were found; in animals so treated

there was no evidence whatever for either an injurious or stimulating effect.

In the regeneration after external irradiation the only instances of overcom-

pensation of tissue was in bone marrow of rabbits which survived the LD 50/30

days. In them the marrow seemed hyperplastic (both erythropoietic and myelo-

poietic within two months after exposure.)

After the administration of single doses of either x-rays or fast neutrons to

rabbits, mice, and rats, an increase in circulating heterophil-leukocytes occurred

within the first twenty-four hours with doses up to and beyond LD 5/30 days.

In fact, with doses of �oo and 8oor in the rabbit Jacobson et al.2 noted that two

definite statistically significant peaks occurred at circa twelve and twenty-four

hours. After doses of this magnitude, a leukopenia invariably followed the hetero-

phil leukocytosis. With doses of �oor and below, only a modest elevation in the

number of circulating heterophils occurred and this at about twelve hours. Con-

trol animals handled in a comparable manner (except for the actual exposure to

irradiation) also had this latter modest peak increase after about twelve hours.

Heterophils are the only circulating cells which are initially increased in number

after acute total body radiation. Lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils, retic-

ulocytes, and platelets are reduced.

As recovery occurs in the hematopoietic organs, however, a ‘compensatory

increase” above normal control values was not uncommonly encountered, par-

ticularly for the heterophils and reticulocytes. No significant absolute lymphocyte

increase on a compensatory basis was encountered in experiments in which doses
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of 8oor to � r acute total body X radiation were administered. In fact, lymphocyte

values in the peripheral blood of the rabbit are reduced over a period of ninety

days after an acute exposure to 8oor. This is in agreement with the slow return of

the lymph nodes to normal after irradiation.

After acute doses of x-rays, or fast neutrons Jacobson et al. �‘ observed an

‘ ‘abortive rise’ ‘ in lymphocytes, heterophils, and reticulocytes in rabbits between

the fourth and twelfth day after irradiation. This rise may possibly represent an

abnormal stimulation in the sense that certain precursors are sufficiently altered to

produce a limited succession of abnormal progeny.

Chronic Radiation Experiments

Chronic exposure of groups of rabbits, mice, and guinea pigs to �y rays in daily

doses of o. i z ; z . z ; 2.1; 4.4; 8.8 ‘y for eight hours per day or twenty-four hours per

day over periods extending beyond three years carried out by Lorenz et a!.4 has

not shown evidence of a stimulating effect on the blood forming tissue which was

reflected in the hematologic constituents of the peripheral blood. Similar cx-

periments were conducted with chronic daily exposure of rats to x-radiation, but

different in that the daily exposures required only a few minutes.’ No evidence of

‘ ‘stimulation’ ‘ was apparent in the peripheral blood of these animals. In those

instances in which an effect occurred, it was invariably a reduction in the number

of circulating cells.

No deliberate or well controlled human experiments have been done which are

comparable in chronicity to these animal experiments. The experiments of Low-

Beer and Stone,6 and Nickson, Cantril, and Jacobson,7 however, in which human

subjects were exposed up to a total dose of �oor total body given in divided doses

of from 5 to 2.or (x-ray) produced a general reduction in the various hematologic

constituents of the peripheral blood. In several cases studied by Low-Beer and

Stone,#{176}however, an absolute monocytosis became apparent reaching in several

instances more than �o per cent of the circulating leukocytes. It has not occurred in

the human cases we have studied nor has it been seen in the many animal exper-

iments referred to above.

2.. EFFECTS OF FOCALIZED IRRADIATION

In mice exposed to large amounts of fi rays from plaques containing p32 there

was some focalized damage in several organs adjacent to the skin. Changes were

very marked in ovaries and testes. But the changes which are of interest in this

communication occurred in the spleens of a few of the animals. On the dorsal sur-

face of the spleen there was a zone of severe radiation damage. This zone gradually

merged into normal spleen, the gradation consisting of progressively diminishing

damage without any evidence of a zone of hyperplasia of undamaged cells. Since

the �3 rays have only a limited range of penetration, it would be expected that near

the periphery of their range the small amount of radiation would evoke a stimu-

lating effect if such an effect does occur.

This lack of a stimulating effect at the periphery of an area of focalized radiation

is also characteristic of the changes which occur after localized deposition of

radioactive isotopes. When these isotopes accumulate in given areas in radiosen-
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sitive organs, they produce localized areas of radiation damage-much more

extensive with /3 emitters than with a emitters because of the longer range of the

former. The penetration of alpha rays is only a fraction of a millimeter in tissue

whereas the /3 ray penetrates several millimeters. In or near none of these areas of

focalized damage is there any evidence of cellular stimulation as evidenced by

hyperplasia on normal cells.

With the exception of the highly diffusible Na1�, the majority of the isotopes

studied tended to localize in bone and most of them also accumulated in the red

pulp of the spleen and in other organs. This resulted in a marked hypoplasia

and aplasia of the bone marrow. As a consequence, most of the spleens of these

animals showed a great increase in ectopic myelopoiesis over the normal. This

obviously is in compensation for the aplastic bon: marrow. In no instance was a

primary stimulation produced in the blood forming tissue which reflected an

increase in circulating cells. Compensatory increases were, however, noted in a

few instances. The radioisotope, Sr89, is fairly generally distributed to blood

forming tissue within the first few days after its parenteral administration. It

produces a reduction almost immediately in the nucleated cells of the peripheral

blood. It translocates, however, to bone and, therefore, exerts its major effect on

the bone and bone marrow. The lymphocytes, however, remain depressed for long

periods even though normal lymphopoiesis is resumed in the lymph nodes and

spleen. This phenomenon occurs with other isotopes which are not localized more

than temporarily in lymphatic tissue.

In some of the rats to which Sr89 was administered osteogenic sarcomas de-

veloped eight to ten months later. This might be considered as a “stimulation.”

DISCUSSION

It is clear from the histologic examination of our animals that there is no cvi-

dence of a primary stimulation of hematopoiesis by small amounts of irradiation

from either generalized external, or focalized internal sources. The changes in the

cells of the circulating blood after irradiation point to the same conclusion,

although the analysis is complicated by factors of mobilization and localization

in the various parts of the circulatory system. The heterophil increase which fol-

lows rather large acute exposures to penetrating radiations is, according to Isaacs,8

a hastened maturation of heterophil precursors and thus a “stimulation.”

The mechanism of the spectacular monocytosis described by Low-Beer and

Stone7 in certain of the humans exposed to divided doses of total body x-irradiation

is not clear. Since it occurred only in individuals with degenerative arthritis, it

may be a response associated with the underlying disease process.

Irradiation of the hematopoietic organs as reflected in changes in the peripheral

blood is often stated in the literature to produce stimulating effects. The articles

most frequently referred to in this connection are those of Murphy and his co-

workers.9 Actually these authors stated, “We have further noted that by one

small dose of x-ray we could obtain in a certain proportion of animals a stimulation

of the lymphoid elements, preceded by a comparatively short period in which the

lymphocytes were below normal.”
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Other statements are found in the literature which have affected the conception

that x-rays produce a stimulating effect on blood forming tissue. These effects,

however, have been described after large doses of penetrating x-irradiation. An

increase in the erythrocytes per cu. mm. and hemoglobin in Gm. per zoo mI.,’#{176}an

increase in the platelets,” 12 reticulocytes,’3’ ‘� and polymorphonuclear neutro-

phils’5 have been described by a number of authors. These and other papers on this

subject, however, generally dealt with inadequate numbers of control and exprri-

mental animals and, therefore, deny statistical validation. Reports are also found

in the literature describing the findings in the peripheral blood ofman after chronic

exposure to ionizing radiation. These reports stress the significance of a lympho-

cytosis,’6 monocytosis,’7 eosinophilia,10’ “� leukopenia,’9’ 20, 21 anemia either

normocytic or 22 , 23 These reports have tended to instill a sense of

security in those working with radiation because of the implication that peripheral

blood findings could be used as an indication of effect on a given individual even

with radiations in the “tolerance range” (o.z r total body exposure per day).

There is no work to substantiate this. As significant as many of these studies

have been, the re-evaluation of these concepts is indicated at this time because of

studies conducted on the Plutonium Project in the past ‘few years.

Our findings and interpretations are in accord with the general conclusions of

Czepa24 and Packard.2’ As the latter points out: “The evidence now at hand points

to the conclusion that radiations do not directly stimulate normal activities of the

cells; their primary effect is always an injury from which the cell may recover

perfectly. But the degeneration products may temporarily quicken the tempo of

some normal processes, such as protoplasmic streaming and mitosis, an acceleration

which is followed by a retardation and often by very obvious injury. Such reaction

is secondary, and is not true stimulation in the sense in which the term is used in

radiological literature.”

CONCLUSIONS

Extensive studies with acute and chronic application of externally’originating

ionizing radiations and internally deposited radioisotopes have failed to reveal

evidence in the blood forming tissues and peripheral blood of a primary stimulation

of hematopoiesis. However, secondary or � compensatory increases’ ‘ in certain of

the cellular constituents of the peripheral blood were seen and were invariably

preceded by a reduction. The initial leukocytosis (heterophil increase) which oc-

curs in the first twenty-four hours after acute exposure to externally originating

irradiations is probably a reaction to injury mediated through a mobilization

rather than a new formation of blood cells. The abortive rise in heterophils,

lymphocytes, and reticulocytes is likewise probably a result of frank injury.
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